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Introduction

The Big Picture: Formalised Abstract Syntax
This paper is about formal models of abstract syntax and their connection with semantics, mainly in the context of programming languages. The simplest model of abstract syntax is given by the set of terms over a signature, parametrised by the set of variables. Terms can be generalised to free monads generated by an endofunctor, which allows one to capture more intricate kinds of signatures, and move to different categories, possibly more amenable for modelling and reasoning about programming languages. However, to model syntax of programming calculi, one needs more advanced Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. LICS '18, July 9-12, 2018, Oxford, United Kingdom © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5583-4/18/07. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3209108.3209166 structures; for example, Fiore et al. [10] model syntax with binders as algebras on certain presheaf categories.
There are two major applications of constructing formal models of syntax. First, they often lead to implementations, either in proof assistants to reason about programming calculi (for example, the syntax with binders of Fiore et al. is implementable using natindexed types, see [1] ), or in programming languages themselves to achieve metalinguistic abstraction (see [26, 27] ).
The other application is in investigating the connection between syntax and semantics. The object that represents syntax is often given by a monad in which the monadic structure captures substitution. Such a monad often comes about from a free-forgetful adjunction, therefore validating the syntax as arising from free objects in a wider category of semantic objects. For example, as described in more detail in Section 2, the (algebraically) free monad is given by free objects in the category of algebras for an endofunctor.
In this paper, we introduce a model of syntax with scoped operations; see Wu et al. [29] . We show both an implementation in Haskell (Section 6) and an appropriate adjunction (Section 4).
Motivation: Non-algebraic Operations
Since the introduction of the computational λ-calculus by Moggi [20] , monads have become the standard abstraction to capture different notions of computational effects, such as nondeterminism, exceptions, mutable state, concurrency, and so on. Each strong monad M on a Cartesian closed category is equipped with the bind operator, which can be given a higher-order type > > = : MA × (A → MB) → MB. Intuitively, it allows for the sequential composition of two computations, in which the second computation is parametrised by the result of the first one.
While in general monads provide an interface for composing existing computations and creating pure computations, they abstract away the constructs that actually create effectful computations. It has been a goal of the research programme initiated by Plotkin and Power (see [24] ) to better understand such constructs in terms of operations. As our running example, we consider a simple version of nondeterminism. If a monad M implements nondeterminism, we assume it to have three operations: binary or : MA × MA → MA (the intuitive meaning of or(p 1 , p 2 ) is nondeterministic choice between programs p 1 and p 2 ), nullary fail : 1 → MA (intuitively, a computation that gives no results), and unary once : MA → MA (intuitively, select the first available result from the computation in the argument). Note that we do not assume commutativity of the choice, that is, in general or(a, b) or(b, a) when a b. One important observation by Plotkin and Power [23] is that such operations can be categorised into two different kinds: algebraic and non-algebraic ones. The defining property of the former is that they commute with bind. That is, an n-ary operation op : (MA) n → MA is algebraic if the following equality holds:
In the case of nondeterminism, or and fail are algebraic. For example, one expects the following equality (for brevity, return injections of pure values into the monad are implicit):
Indeed, choosing between 1 and 5, and then continuing with the computation k parameterised by the result is the same as choosing between the computation k parameterised by 1 and the computation k parameterised by 5. On the other hand, once is not algebraic. Following the intuitive semantics, once(or(1, 5)) = 1, and therefore we have the following:
If once were an algebraic operation, it would commute with bind, and we would obtain a different result:
once(or(1, 5)) > > = λx . or(x, x+1) = once(or(or(1, 2), or(5, 6))) = 1
The above is not what one expects and hence once is not algebraic. The recognition of the class of algebraic operations was a stepping stone, as they arise as operations coming from algebraic presentations of monads, hence allowing for equational reasoning about effectful programs [22] (see also [14] ). Later, Plotkin and Pretnar [25] explained a broad spectrum of non-algebraic operations in terms of handlers. In their setting, algebraic operations are purely syntactic constructs, with no semantics associated a priori. A number of algebraic operations put together form a signature, which then induces syntax, which is given by the set of terms over the signature, or, more generally, a free monad, in which bind is given by substitution for variables. A handler gives semantics to computations built from algebraic operations: it specifies a carrier and gives an interpretation to the algebraic operations. The combination of algebraic operations and handlers has sparked a new phase of practical adoption, with a bevy of new programming language and library designs [4, 6, 8, 17, 18] . Formally, handlers arise from Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the free monad induced by the signature.
Looking at our running example through this lens, the operations or and fail are algebraic, hence they have no semantics by themselves. One possible implementation of once as a handler uses the same free monad as its carrier, and is obtained by preserving pure values and folding the syntax with the following recursive equations:
A shortcoming of this approach is that handlers play two simultaneous roles: they create a scope that delimits a part of the syntax to be interpreted, and at the same time they interpret the syntax in that scope. That is, we can see a computation constructed solely with algebraic operations as a syntactic being, and we defer giving it semantics until it is put in an appropriate context (that is, a handler), while non-algebraic operations (given by handlers) always come together with an interpretation. Therefore, by using handlers to model operations that delimit a scope of other computations, programs are a mix of syntax and semantics. This is problematic, because it forbids certain interpretations of programs [29] . Is it possible to have such scoped operations as syntax, thus keeping a clean separation of syntax and semantics?
In this paper, we show how to achieve this by expressing the abstract syntax as an initial algebra in the category of endofunctors on a given base category, in the style of Ghani et al. [13] . We also identify a category of semantic objects that give a way of interpreting our syntax. In particular, we can construct computations using or, fail, and once without committing to any semantics of these operations. Later on, we can interpret them using any chosen semantics (for example, accumulating results on a list or using a random choice).
Overview
We tackle the problem of formalising abstract syntax with scopes from two different ends. First, in Section 3, we show a monad E that allows for scoped operations by keeping an explicit continuation, which is parametrised by the results of the syntax in the scope. The monad E is a generalisation of Ghani et al.'s [13] monad of explicit substitutions, defined using initial algebras over the category of endofunctors C C for a base category C .
Unfortunately, the monad E does not come equipped with a natural notion of an interpretation of syntax, as the obvious choice, Eilenberg-Moore algebras, turns out to be inadequate for this purpose. We fix this in Section 4, in which we tackle the problem from the other end. We first define interpretations of syntax with scoped operations as certain algebras over the category of N-indexed objects C |N| , in the style of Fiore et al.'s [10] presheaf formalisation of syntax with binders. These algebras induce a free monad M on C |N| , which can be projected on the base category C , giving a new monad ⇃M↾ that models syntax naturally interpreted by our algebras.
In Section 5, as our main technical result, we construct an isomorphism between the monads E and ⇃M↾. This means that the intuitive ideas for how syntax and semantics for scoped operations should work coincide. The main technical obstacle is that while the monad E is defined as a carrier of an initial algebra (in C C ), the monad ⇃M↾ is expressed using a composition of adjunctions, hence the isomorphism does not arise directly from the universal property of E or M. We solve this by lifting the monad E to the category C |N| .
Both our monads are variations on the theme of algebraic operations that represent opening and closing brackets. Brackets were already briefly considered by Wu et al. [29] , but dismissed on the grounds that, in the usual approach to syntax, there is no way to guarantee that the brackets are well-paired. Here, we avoid this problem either by encoding the continuation as an explicit substitution in the monad E, or by employing types to keep the structural properties in ⇃M↾.
Our constructions are amenable to be directly encoded in a language with a rich type system. In Section 6, we show a Haskell implementation and demonstrate it in Section 7 on two examples, state with local variables and resumption-based concurrency.
Contributions
The original contributions of this paper can be summarised as follows:
• We observe a relationship between scoped operations and explicit substitutions in the sense of Ghani et al. [13] . We use this observation to define the monad E that models abstract syntax with scopes. • We introduce scoped algebras, which serve as interpretations of syntax with scopes. We show that the monad that arises from free scoped algebras, M, leads to a monad on the base category, ⇃M↾, which is naturally interpreted by scoped algebras. • We show that the monads E and ⇃M↾ are isomorphic, which means that the two different approaches to scoped syntax are actually equivalent. • This equivalence enables us to give a compact implementation in Haskell. We use it to show that our framework is expressive enough to capture a number of examples of effects in which scoped operations play a vital role: nondeterminism (with the scoped operation once), exceptions (with catch), state with local variables (with local), or resumption-based concurrency (with fork and atomic).
Background: Adjoint-theoretic Approach to Syntax and Semantics
Formalising various kinds of syntax can be discussed at many levels of generality. Hence, we show how one can formalise the usual story about syntax with algebraic operations and its interpretation at the level of generality that we aim at, that is, when the signature is given by an endofunctor on a category with rich enough structure, and syntax is given by the free monad over that signature. As for the notation, we write A , C to denote categories, while Σ and Γ stand for endofunctors that represent signatures. We denote natural transformations using the applicative notation, for example, αA : ΣA → ΓA. When the type is given, we often drop the component, and write simply α : ΣA → ΓA. In abuse of notation, monads are identified with their underlying endofunctors, and the monadic structure is always denoted as η (unit) and µ (multiplication).
First, assume that we work in a category A with finite coproducts. These include the initial object, denoted 0. Given an endofunctor Σ, which represents a signature, a Σ-algebra is a tuple ⟨A, a : ΣA → A⟩, where A (the carrier) is an object in A . Such algebras form a category, denoted Σ-Alg, with morphisms between ⟨A, a⟩ and ⟨B, b⟩ given by morphisms f :
If the initial algebra for an endofunctor Σ exists, we denote its carrier µΣ or µX . ΣX .
Assume that for all objects A in A , the initial algebra with carrier Σ * A = µX .(ΣX + A) exists. This family of initial algebras form a monad Σ * . It is called the (algebraically) free monad [3] generated by Σ, and it represents syntax over the signature Σ. This monad arises from an important adjunction, which explains how one can define interpretations of terms. First, we consider the obvious forgetful functor U : Σ-Alg → A defined as U ⟨A, a⟩ = A. It has a left adjoint, the free functor FA = ⟨Σ * A, consA : ΣΣ * A → Σ * A⟩. Then, the monad Σ * is given as the composition U F . (The family consA is natural in A, hence we use the notation for natural transformations.)
The situation is summarised in the following diagram:
The notion of interpretation arises from the same adjunction. Consider the associated natural isomorphism:
Given a value of the type Σ * A (understood intuitively as a Σ-term with variables from the set A), we can interpret it using a carrier B by providing a morphism f : A → B to interpret the variables, and an algebra b : ΣB → B to interpret operations. The morphism that interprets the entire 'term' is then given by U (Φ(A, ⟨B, b⟩)f ) :
Intuitively, it applies f to the variables and then folds the structure using b.
An important property of the adjunction F ⊣ U is that it is strictly monadic. This means that the category Σ-Alg is isomorphic to the Eilenberg-Moore category of the monad Σ * (that is, the Σ * -algebras ⟨A, a⟩ for which a · η = id and a · µ = a · Σ * a), and the adjunction F ⊣ U is essentially the Eilenberg-Moore adjunction of Σ * . This fact is useful for technical purposes, but it also gives us an intuitive understanding of the category of Σ-algebras as the category of interpretations (models) of syntax.
Scopes via Explicit Substitutions
In this section, we introduce a monad E that formalises syntax with both algebraic operations and scoped operations. Our monad is a generalisation of Ghani et al.'s [13] monad of explicit substitutions. In order to motivate this construction, we first discuss it informally.
As our running example, consider two algebraic operations for nondeterminism: binary or and nullary fail. Additionally, consider a unary operation once. These operations just define syntax, but the intended meaning is that or nondeterministically chooses a computation, fail is a computation that gives no solutions, and once, just as a Prolog operation with the same name, chooses the first solution from the computation in its argument.
One way to approach the syntax generated by these operations is to appropriately extend the notion of terms and substitution. That is, we still consider tree-like structures, in which nodes correspond to operations, while leaves correspond to variables, understood as values returned by the nondeterministic computation. The nodes representing algebraic operations behave exactly as in the case of terms, that is, or is a node with two children, and fail is a node with zero children. For such nodes, the monadic bind operator behaves like the usual substitution, that is, it is defined recursively as in the equation (1) . However, as illustrated in the introduction, we cannot simply substitute in the argument of once. This is because in the expression once(t) > > = k, the computation t is in the scope of once, but the results of applying k are not. Thus, since we cannot perform the usual substitution, we replace it by an explicit substitution: each node representing once is actually a pair consisting of the computation in the scope (t) and a continuation (k). More explicitly, the computation once(or (1, 5) ) is represented by the expression or(1, 5) paired with the continuation given by the unit η of the monad E, which, as in the case of the free monad, embeds variables as terms. Then, the bind operator > > =k recursively Kleislicomposes k with the continuation. In particular, the expression once(or(1, 5)) > > = k represents the following syntax tree, where • k Note that in general the first child of the node representing once has the type EA for a type A, while the type of the second child is given by the exponential (EB) A for a type B. Moreover, the type A is not visible from above the once node, so A is an existential type. The construction sketched above is similar to what Ghani et al. [13] call the explicit substitution monad. What is new is the observation that it can be used to model scoped operations if appropriately generalised, as we now describe.
The reason why we need to generalise the explicit substitution monad is that we may want more than one scoped operation in the signature, and that we sometimes want scoped operations to have more intricate arities, which allow them to carry more data than just one encompassed expression. One example is catch, which allows for handling exceptions. It can contain not only an expression that may throw an exception, but also a number of expressions used for handling. Thus, given a fixed set of exceptions S, the catch operation has two arguments of the types EA and (EA) S respectively. To account for this in generality, our monad E is parametrised by two different endofunctors: Σ for representing algebraic operations, and Γ for operations that create a scope. For example, the signatures for nondeterminism can be given as ΣX = X × X + 1 and ΓX = X , while the signatures for exceptions can be given as ΣX = S and ΓX = X × X S .
Following Ghani et al., the intuition about the existential type can be formalised using a coend. Simplifying things a bit (and ignoring size issues), given two endofunctors Σ and Γ, we want the monad E over a category C to behave like a fixed point of the following equation:
Note that the coend computes the left Kan extension of ΓE along the identity applied to the object EA. This means that we can rewrite the equation above as follows (for the details, we refer to [13] ):
Formally, we consider the category C C with endofunctors on C as objects and natural transformations as morphisms. This category inherits coproducts from C , given as (G + H )A = GA + HA. We define an endofunctor G : C C → C C with the following mapping of objects:
The action on morphisms is given by appropriate horizontal compositions. If G has an initial algebra µG, we use its carrier to define the endofunctor part of the monad E:
The monadic structure of E is given by substitution in the 'Id' component. We discuss it formally in Section 4. Sometimes, if we need to be explicit about the involved signatures, we write them as superscripts, i.e., E Σ, Γ . Ghani et al.'s [13] monad can be obtained by instantiating Γ to Id, that is, as E Σ,Id , while the free monad generated by Σ is given by E Σ, K 0 , where K 0 is the constant endofunctor K 0 X = 0.
Interpreting Syntax with Scopes
Now that we have defined syntax for operations with scopes, we show how to define semantics for such syntax. The most obvious idea is to mimic the free-forgetful adjunction (2) , and use the Eilenberg-Moore adjunction of the monad E. However, as we discuss in this section, syntax in scopes does not interact with the monadic structure of E, and so Eilenberg-Moore algebras of E do not necessarily respect the structure within the scopes.
Thus, we propose a solution by looking at the problem from another angle. We first define a category of a new kind of algebras, which, we believe, are intuitively the right ones to interpret operations with scopes, and only then we construct an adjunction that plays the role of F ⊣ U from (2). This new adjunction gives us a monad on C that models syntax, which can be interpreted using the new kind of algebras, just as the syntax given by free monads can be interpreted using Σ-algebras. As our main technical result, in Section 5 we show that this monad coincides with E.
Monadic Structure and Algebras for the Monad E
As noticed by Ghani et al. [13] , the monadic structure of their monad of explicit substitutions coincides with how the regular substitution in the free monad works. Indeed, one can give a monadic structure to E by showing that it is a free monad on C (provided, as usual, that enough initial algebras exist). First, define an endofunctor E ′ on C C as follows:
By the 'diagonal rule' [2] , one can easily show that E ′ is isomorphic to E. Moreover, if the free monad (Σ + ΓE) * exists, one can see that it is isomorphic to E ′ as a functor. Hence, we obtain that E (Σ + ΓE) * , which gives us a monadic structure for E.
The fact that E is a free monad and the fact that the adjunction F ⊣ U is strictly monadic reveal that an Eilenberg-Moore algebra for E can be seen as a triple ⟨A, a : ΣA → A, д : ΓEA → A⟩,
where A is an object in C , while a and д are morphisms in C . Intuitively, such an algebra interprets a term by folding the structure from the leaves and working its way up to the root. It interprets an algebraic operation from the signature Σ exactly as in the case of free monads, while in the case of a scoped operation from Γ, no conditions are imposed on д, so it does not have to respect any structural properties of E. In particular, it does not have to apply itself recursively to the syntax in the scope. Therefore, we cannot accept Eilenberg-Moore algebras for E as the 'right' notion of interpretation of syntax with scopes.
Scoped Algebras
Intuitively, in the usual approach to syntax, an interpretation of a term can be understood as folding the structure from the leaves and working its way up to the root. In the case of a scoped operation, we first want to fold the continuation, and then use the result as the initial value for folding the part in the scope. However, the algebra that interprets the scope might need a different type of carrier, as we show in the examples further in this section.
Thus, the new kind of algebras, which we call scoped algebras, are different from F -algebras in that they have a family of C -objects A 0 , A 1 , . . . as carriers, each representing a carrier for a level of nesting of scopes. In a scoped algebra, when entering a scope, one needs to promote the current value of the type A n to the type A n+1 , and, dually, one demotes a value of the type A n+1 to A n when interpreting the operation that creates the scope.
To formalise this, we work in the category of N-indexed Cobjects. Let |N| be the discrete category of natural numbers, in which objects are given by natural numbers, while the only morphisms are trivial identities. Our category of interest is then C |N| , that is, the category of functors of the type |N| → C with natural transformations as morphisms. More explicitly, an object in C |N | is an N-indexed family of C -objects A = {A n } n ∈N . A morphism between A and B = {B n } n ∈N is an N-indexed family of C -morphisms { f n : A n → B n } n ∈N . In particular, there are no coherence conditions for the components of morphisms at different indices. Moreover, as a functor category, C |N| inherits coproducts from C , defined as (A + B) n = A n + B n .
As the next step in our construction, we define two endofunctors on C |N| . The first one is called shift left, denoted ◁. It moves every component one notch 'to the left', forgetting the object at index 0:
The other endofunctor, shift right, denoted ▷, moves every component one notch 'to the right', sticking the initial object 0 at index 0:
The actions on morphisms are obvious. Additionally, we can lift every endofunctor Σ on C to an endofunctor Σ on C |N| by applying it at each index:
With this, we define scoped algebras as follows:
Definition 4.1. Given two endofunctors Σ and Γ, a scoped algebra is a quadruple
where A is an object in C |N| , while a, d ('demote'), and p ('promote') are morphisms in C |N| .
Example 4.2. Assume that the base category is Set, and consider the binary operation or, nullary fail, and scoped unary once, as discussed in Section 3. Thus, we obtain ΣX = X × X + 1 and ΓX = X . For readability, we write or and fail to denote the left and right injections in Σ respectively. The usual interpretation of nondeterminism that collects results on a list can be given as follows.
For a set X , the carrier is given as A n = List n+1 X , where List n is the n-fold composition of the list endofunctor. The interpretation of or is given as concatenation, that is, a n (or(x, x ′ )) = x + + x ′ for all indices n ∈ N, while fail is interpreted as the empty list: a n (fail()) = []. The promotion morphism is given as the singleton: The definition of scoped algebras can be reformulated by noticing the simple fact that the functor ▷ is a left adjoint to ◁. It follows that promotion morphisms A → ◁A are in a 1-1 correspondence with morphisms ▷A → A. Thus, scoped algebras are simply algebras for the endofunctor Σ + Γ◁ + ▷ : C |N| → C |N| , and therefore objects in the category (Σ + Γ◁ + ▷)-Alg.
Syntax Induced by Scoped Algebras
Scoped algebras are simply algebras for an endofunctor on C |N | , and therefore when enough initial algebras exist, the forgetful functor U : (Σ + Γ◁ + ▷)-Alg → C |N | has a left adjoint F , and this adjunction gives rise to a free monad M defined as follows:
Moreover, we can obtain a monad on C by noticing the following fact:
Consider the forgetful functor ⇃ : C |N| → C that projects on C the value at the first index, that is:
It has a left adjoint ↾ : C → C |N| given as follows:
Since adjunctions compose, we obtain an adjunction between C and (Σ + Γ◁ + ▷)-Alg, and, as a consequence, a monad ⇃M↾ = ⇃UF↾ on C , as shown in the following diagram:
For a better intuitive understanding of the monad ⇃M↾, we first discuss the monad M. Intuitively, for an object A in C |N| and an index n ∈ N, we think of a value of (MA) n as encoding a (sub)term whose root is in n nested scopes. Specifically, for n > 0, the object MA at n is given via Lambek's lemma as follows:
This could be read as if there were four constructors used to obtain the values of the type (MA) n . The first one is a variable A n . The second one is an algebraic operation given by the signature Σ with arguments of the type (MA) n , which means that they are situated in the same number of nested scopes. The third constructor gives us a scoped operation from the signature Γ. This operation creates a new scope (it is an 'opening bracket'), so its arguments are of the type (MA) n+1 , which means that they are surrounded by n + 1 scopes. The last constructor is a 'closing bracket', which means that its argument (MA) n−1 is a part of the continuation, so it is outside of the n-th scope, hence it is surrounded by n − 1 nested scopes. For n = 0, the following holds:
This means that at index 0 ('no surrounding scopes'), we cannot put a closing bracket, which guarantees that every closing bracket matches an opening one. Thus, we can think of an expression of the shape ◁M▷ as M put in brackets that delimit the scope. (Coincidentally, the symbols '◁' and '▷' look a bit like opening and closing angle brackets.) Since (⇃A) n = 0, for all n > 0, by sandwiching the monad M in the adjunction ↾ ⊣ ⇃, we ensure that there are no variables at indices n > 0, that is, within at least one scope. This is because we substitute only in the outermost continuation; in other words, when we are not in a scope. If we interpret or as accumulating results on a list, and once as selecting the first result, the left-hand side of the bind operator in (4) Example 4.5. Let C = Set. The signature for exceptions coming from a set S can be given as ΣX = S and ΓX = X × X S , where, intuitively, the second component of Γ is the code that handles exceptions. We can give these signatures the usual semantics using an algebra with the carrier A n = H n+1 X , for a set X , where HB = B + S. The associated morphisms are defined as a n = inr : S → H n X + S, together with p n = inl : H n+1 X → H n+1 X + S, and d n : (H n+1 X + S) × (H n+1 X + S) S → H n+1 X given as:
Equivalence of the Two Models
At this point, we have two monads on C that we can use to represent syntax with scopes: the 'explicit substitution' monad E and the 'indexed objects' monad ⇃M↾. As it turns out, they are essentially the same monad:
Theorem 5.1. The monads E and ⇃M↾ are isomorphic in the category of monads on C and monad morphisms.
We sketch a proof. For all objects A in C |N | , we use the notation cons to denote the 'constructor' components of the initial algebra in = [η, cons, cons, cons] : A + ΣMA + Γ◁MA + ▷MA → MA. We use the same notation for the components of the initial algebra in = [η, cons, cons] : Id + ΣE + ΓEE → E. Thus, the notations in and cons are overloaded, but it is always clear which morphism we mean thanks to explicit types. Another overloaded symbol is ϵ, which denotes the counit of an adjunction known from the context.
We define the isomorphism i : E → ⇃M↾. Intuitively, it flattens the nested structure of E and inserts opening and closing brackets to mark the original scope. For this, we first introduce a natural transformation in C |N| that can put M-structure into brackets: M → ◁M▷. It is done using a distributive law λ : M◁ → ◁M of the monad M over the endofunctor ◁. For an object A, it is given as the unique morphism induced by the algebra [λ var , λ Σ , λ ◁ , λ ▷ ] : ◁A + Σ◁MA + Γ◁◁MA + ▷◁MA → ◁MA, where:
The bracketing operation is then defined as M = M◁▷ λ − → ◁M▷. The desired natural isomorphism i : E → ⇃M↾ is the unique morphism from the initial algebra induced by the natural transformation [i var , i Σ , i Γ ] : Id + Σ⇃M↾ + Γ⇃M↾⇃M↾ → ⇃M↾, where:
As the next step, we define the inverse of i. As an auxiliary structure, for an endofunctor G on the category C , we define a functor G + : C → C |N| given on objects as:
The action on morphisms is obvious. (Note that the G + construction is relevant not only to this proof, since it appears, for appropriate endofunctors G, as carriers in Examples 4.2 and 4.5.) Using the fact that MA = µX .A + ΣX + Γ◁X + ▷X , we define the following natural transformation k : M↾A → E + A as the unique morphism from the initial algebra induced by the morphism [k var , k Σ , k ◁ , k ▷ ], where:
The inverse of i is obtained by projecting k on C :
To see that ⇃k · i = id, it is enough to show that ⇃k is a morphism between algebras, that is, ⇃k · [i var , i Σ , i Γ ] = in · (id + Σ⇃k + Γ⇃k⇃k).
(This is the so-called fusion law; see, for example, Fokkinga's PhD thesis [11] .) In the other direction, i · ⇃k = id, the situation is a bit more subtle, as ⇃k is not a morphism from an initial algebra. As a workaround, we can generalise i to a morphism q : E + A → M↾A such that q · k = id (which can be shown using the fusion law) and ⇃q = i. Putting this together we obtain i · ⇃k = ⇃q · ⇃k = ⇃(q · k) = ⇃id = id. Remark 5.2. As expected, the adjunction F ↾ ⊣ ⇃U is in general not monadic. Moreover, the comparison functor is in general neither full nor faithful.
Haskell Implementation
In this section we show how the abstract categorical ideas can guide a Haskell implementation of effects with scoping operations. Of the two monads we have presented, E is the most amenable to implementation. For instance, we can represent it as follows in Haskell. The implementation of E is called Prog, and the type variables f and g are placeholders for the endofunctors Σ and Γ respectively.
data Prog f g a = Var a | Op (f (Prog f g a)) | Scope (g (Prog f g (Prog f g a)))
instance
The implementation of the monad instance is similar to the usual free monad implementation, except for the additional case of Scope, where the recursive call is under two layers. For example, we define NDProg, the monad for programs that use nondeterminism and once:
data As Section 4.1 observes, the right notion of interpretation for Prog f g is not apparent. Fortunately, by way of the ⇃M↾ monad we can derive the appropriate type of algebras, Alg:
data Nat = Zero | Succ Nat data Alg f g a = A { a :: ∀n. f (a n) → a n , d :: ∀n. g (a (Succ n)) → a n , p :: ∀n. a n → a (Succ n) }
The three functions involve a Nat-indexed carrier type. This use of indexed types is a complicating factor, which requires the nonstandard GHC-Haskell DataKinds extension. It also shows up in the fold function that uses an algebra to interpret a whole program.
fold :: (Functor f , Functor g) ⇒ Alg f g a → Prog f g (a n) → a n fold alg (Var x) = x fold alg (Op op) = a alg (fmap (fold alg) op) fold alg (Scope sc) = d alg (fmap (fold alg • fmap (p alg • fold alg)) sc)
For practical use, it is convenient to use a generator function to turn a program's unindexed return type r into the indexed carrier type a Zero before folding over the structure.
run :: (Functor f , Functor g) ⇒ (r → a Zero) → Alg f g a → (Prog f g r → a Zero) run gen alg prog = fold alg (fmap gen prog)
For our nondeterminism example we require a carrier type Carrier ND :: * → Nat → * such that Carrier ND a Zero [a], Carrier ND a (Succ Zero)
[[a]], and so on. That is, the carrier should be such that Carrier ND a n [a] n+1 . This datatype can be represented in Haskell as:
data Carrier ND a n = ND [Carrier ND ′ a n]
data Carrier ND ′ a :: Nat → * where CZ ND :: a → Carrier ND ′ a Zero CS ND :: [Carrier ND ′ a n] → Carrier ND ′ a (Succ n)
The corresponding generator and algebra that give semantics to the syntax defined in example 4 using Carrier ND are:
alg ND :: Alg Choice Once (Carrier ND a) alg ND = A { . . } where a :: ∀n a. Choice (Carrier ND a n) → Carrier ND a n a Fail = ND [ ] a (Or (ND l) (ND r)) = ND (l + + r) d :: ∀n a. Once (Carrier ND a (Succ n)) → Carrier ND a n d (Once (ND [ ])) = ND [ ] d (Once (ND (CS ND l : ))) = ND l p :: ∀n a. Carrier ND a n → Carrier ND a (Succ n) p (ND l) = ND [CS ND l ]
Now main ties everything together to interpret example 4 . 
More Examples
In this section, to demonstrate that our framework is quite expressive, we show how to use it to model two computational effects that rely heavily on scoped operations: state with local variables and concurrency. We express these examples as Haskell implementations, since we believe that they are more readable this way, and it shows that our implementation is indeed applicable in practice.
State with Local Variables
The first example is given by state with local variables. It has two algebraic operations: Put x s k that assigns the value s to the variable x, and continues with the computation k, and Get x f that retrieves the value stored in the variable x and applies the function f to the result in order to obtain the value to proceed with. There is one scoped operation Local x s k that creates a fresh variable x, which initially stores the value s. If there already is a variable called x, it is shadowed in k by the fresh x, but outside of the scope created by Local, the old x is used. We define the signature together with some smart constructors: The state that we use in our example is modelled by a function from variable names to values. We also define two auxiliary functions: We define a function that allows us to test computations. It runs a program starting with empty memory: 
testProg LS :: LSProg Int (Int, Int) testProg LS = do put "x" 1 put "y" 1 local "x" 100 (do incr "x" 100 v ← get "x" incr "y" v) incr "x" 2 incr "y" 2 vx ← get "x" vy ← get "y" return (vx, vy)
We can test the program above by calling test LS testProg LS and obtain (3, 203).
Concurrency via Resumptions
We show how one can perform concurrent computations in any monad m; compare [7, 21] . The algebraic signature consists of two operations: Act c, which performs any action c::m a, and Kill, which ends the current process without returning a value. The scoped signature consists of Spawn c c ′ , which executes the programs c and c ′ in parallel, and returns the result value of c, and Atomic c, which guarantees that the computation c is not interleaved with any other computation. We encode this signature together with some smart constructors: The semantics is based on the Resumption datatype, which is simply the free monad generated by m as a functor. It comes with two auxiliary functions: retraction flattens the computation by multiplying out all the layers of a Resumption value, while interleaveL allows us to compose two resumptions in parallel by interleaving the layers: Eilenberg-Moore algebras of T need to respect structural properties in the scope, but it is not clear whether they have a nicer, 'algebraic' presentation along the lines of the monad M. Moreover, variables in scopes do not seem to add anything substantial to the examples that we have considered.
As future work, one can extend the presented material in both theoretical and practical aspects. As for the former, it would be interesting to fill in some details that we gloss over in this paper, such as conditions for existence of the initial algebras (for example, Ghani et al. focus on finitary endofunctors on locally finitely presentable categories) or strength (that is why we restrict the particular examples to Set, in which every endofunctor is canonically strong). Another issue is to establish a relationship between syntax with scopes and frameworks like the second-order algebraic theories introduced by Fiore and Mahmoud [9] . As for the practical aspects, it is an interesting task to fully work out an implementation with more advanced features, such as fusion [28] , either in Haskell or a language with native support for handlers, like Eff [4] .
Moreover, we notice that our definition of operation does not capture all of the different kinds of syntax used in practice. In particular, one sometimes wants an operation to be extranatural. Examples include Benton and Kennedy's [5] 'exceptional syntax', or concurrency in which different threads return values of different types (compare Wu et al. [29] ). From the syntactic side, such operations are easily definable using the initial-algebra semantics in C C , while working out a systematic 'handler' part is a matter of future work.
